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Seems like big ideas are all around you. But if you’re like a lot of people, you 
may wonder exactly how others are able to generate these awesome ideas. 
Are they just incredibly lucky or what? 
 
Perhaps some folks stumble into ideas through sheer good luck. But the 
truth is, most folks who have great ideas go through a three-part process 
which includes: 
 

• Idea Generation 
• Idea Validation 
• Idea Implementation 

 
The good news is that you’re about to discover 101 ideas, tips, tricks and 
hacks across these three parts. So, without further ado, let’s get started… 
 
IDEA GENERATION 
 
Ever get stuck when it comes to generating great ideas? This won’t ever 
happen again once you read all these tips and ways to generate all the ideas 
you need. Check them out… 
 
1. Two Great Ways to Capture Ideas 
 
Don’t let your best ideas slip away and be forgotten. Instead, capture them 
using one of these methods: 
 

• Use your phone. You can of course record your ideas using 
videos or sound files. Better yet, use an app like EverNote.com, 
which is geared towards those who want to capture ideas. 
 

• Utilize pen and paper. If you prefer, you can go old school and 
use pen and paper to capture ideas. A small notebook that fits in 
your pocket works well for this purpose. 

 
Whatever method you choose, be sure to always keep it handy. That means 
having it with you in the car, next to your bed, at work, and everywhere else 
you go. 
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2.  3 Keys to Better Brainstorming Sessions 
 
If you want to create better ideas, then you need to start having better 
brainstorming sessions. Check out these tips: 
 

• Set plenty of uninterrupted time aside. You should brainstorm 
for at least 20 to 30 minutes straight, without interruption. 
 

• Brainstorm as quickly as possible. Write (or type) everything 
quickly, without pausing to evaluate your ideas. 

 
• Don’t censor your ideas. Write EVERYTHING down, even if it 

seems silly or nonsensical in the moment.  
 
Next… 
 
3. Map Your Ideas 
 
Some people don’t like to brainstorm in linear ways. If you’re a part of this 
group, then you’ll want to try mind mapping. This is where you start with a 
central idea in the middle of your page, and then “branch out” with ideas 
that spring from your central idea. Your secondary ideas may also have 
branches (and so on). 
 
For example, your central idea may be “dog.” Secondary ideas may include 
training, health, socialization and similar ideas. You may also branch out 
from these ideas. For example, “training” may have branches such as house 
training, obedience training, trick training and similar.  
 
4. Use Google to Get Ideas 
 
Here are two ways to generate ideas using Google: 
 

• Try Google autocomplete. Go to the Google search engine and 
enter partial keywords related to your niche. For example, if you 
enter “dog,” then Google will suggest ideas such as dog breeds, 
dog training, dog boarding and similar. 
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• Use the Google keyword tool. You can use Google’s tool (at 

https://ads.google.com/home/tools/keyword-planner/) or your 
favorite keyword tool to generate ideas. Just enter partial 
searches such as “how to” or “tips” or “get rid of,” and you’ll get 
all kinds of ideas. 

 
Next… 
 
5. Utilize Storyboarding 
 
Another way to generate ideas is to use “old fashioned” storyboarding. This 
is where you get a corkboard and pin your ideas to it. You may pin pictures, 
words, or anything else that represents your ideas. Be creative, move your 
ideas around on the board, free associate, and see what happens. 
 
6. Spy on Your Competitors 
 
One sneaky way to generate ideas is to see what your competitors are 
doing. This means checking out the following: 
 

• Blog posts. 
• Emails/newsletters. 
• Social media posts. 

 
The best part about checking social media (and sometimes blog posts) is 
that you’ll simultaneously get an idea of whether an idea is popular just 
based on how many people like, share and comment on it. Be sure to also 
read visitor comments which may generate even more content, product, 
service and/or business ideas. 
 
7. Find Out What’s Selling 
 
Still another way to generate ideas is to run a search for your niche 
keywords and take a look at what others are selling. You can complete this 
search in marketplaces such as ClickBank.com, iTunes, Google Play, and 
Amazon.com. You can also run a general Google search to see what pops 
up. 

https://ads.google.com/home/tools/keyword-planner/
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Next… 
 
8. Look at TOCs 
 
A great way to generate a bunch of content or even product ideas fast is to 
look at the tables of contents of popular products in your niche. For 
example, if a book has 10 chapters and each chapter has five sub-topics, 
that’s 50 quick ideas for you. 
 
9. Check Popular Articles 
 
You can check your own articles, check your competitors’ articles, or even 
check article packs in your niche that PLR sellers are offering. Whatever 
method you choose, the point is to generate ideas from articles. In most 
cases, you can generate multiple content or product ideas from each article. 
 
For example, if an article has ten tips, those ten tips are ten potential 
product or article ideas. 
 
10. Browse the News 
 
Spend time every day browsing news sites such as the BBC, NPR, CNN and 
even your local news. You can also run searches on these sites for niche 
keywords to uncover relevant stories, which may lead to product, content or 
business ideas. 
 
11. Go to Google Scholar 
 
This is a place where you can search for topics in academic journals. For 
example, if you’re serving the weight loss market, then you might search 
these journals to learn the latest about metabolism, nutrition and exercise. 
In turn, what you learn may lead to some great product and content ideas. 
 
For example, let’s suppose that researchers uncover how a certain food or 
supplement raises the metabolism. You can create a diet based on this 
research and put it on sale as soon as possible. By the time news of this 
research spreads, you’ll have a product in place and ready to go. 
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Start your search here: https://scholar.google.com/.  
 
12. Use Focus Groups 
 
Another way to get feedback (and in turn generate ideas) is to make use of 
focus groups. This is where you bring together about a half a dozen people 
in your niche to talk about issues, challenges, and desires. 
 
The advantage of a focus group is that you get to tap into the “hive mind,” 
which is often more powerful and creative than talking to people individually. 
That’s because the group feeds off of one another’s ideas, which really 
boosts creativity. 
 
13. Attribute Listing 
 
If you’re generating product ideas, then this is a great method for getting 
creative. The idea here is to take a product and break it down into its 
attributes/features/benefits. Once you’ve completed this step, then 
brainstorm how to improve each of these attributes. 
 
You can do this with your own products, of course, but you’ll generate even 
more ideas if you do it with your competitors’ products. 
 
14. Search Social Media 
 
Social media is just brimming with good ideas that are ripe for the picking. 
Here’s how to harvest them: 
 

• Scan hashtags. This is a good way to get ideas about what’s hot 
right now in your niche, but collecting popular hashtags over 
time also gives you an “evergreen” look at what interests your 
niche. 
 

• Search Facebook groups. Enter your niche keywords (such as 
“gardening”) into the Facebook search box, and then visit the 
top groups. Spend time reading both new and old posts, and 
you’re sure to generate plenty of new ideas. 

https://scholar.google.com/
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• Seek out competitors’ pages. You can search various social 

media platforms to find your competitors’ walls, pages and 
accounts. Follow them to generate new ideas daily. Don’t forget 
to check out the comments on popular posts to get even more 
ideas. 

 
• Study ads. Facebook runs a lot of ads in the sidebar as well as 

within the content. If you’re not seeing ads relevant to your 
niche, then like a few pages or groups related to your niche. 
These ads are bound to give you great content, product and 
even sales ideas. 

 
Next… 
 
15. Use Google Trends 
 
Google Trends is a unique type of keyword tool that lets you gauge the 
interest in a particular keyword over time and in different areas of the world. 
This tool also helps you generate ideas, as it provides related search terms 
and topics. 
 
Start your search here: https://trends.google.com/trends/.  
 
16. Daydream 
 
Generally, people talk negatively about those who daydream. However, 
daydreaming is a powerful way to generate ideas. Simply get relaxed (such 
as in a recliner), close your eyes, and think about the topic around which 
you’d like to generate ideas. It’s a good idea to have a note-taking app or 
paper handy so that you can write down all your ideas as they come to you. 
 
17. Fill in the Blanks 
 
This is a brainstorming exercise where you answer broad questions as 
quickly and possible. (And, depending on the question, you should also 
provide as many answers as possible.) 
 

https://trends.google.com/trends/
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Here are example fill in the blank questions: 
 

• The best way to solve [specific problem] is to _________.  
 

• [Some specific product] would be better if ___________ 
 

• If I could create any [solution, product, etc.], I would create 
something that _______________________. 

 
• Here are the problems I’d like to solve in my niche: 

________________________________________ 
 

• My prospects and customers need something that 
________________________________________ 

 
Next… 
 
18. Wishing 
 
The idea behind this idea-generation strategy is to start by “wishing” what 
you want to create in the niche, irrespective of whether it’s doable. Then 
brainstorm ways to turn these wishes into a reality. Better yet, task your 
team with finding ways to turn these wishes into reality. 
 
For example, Thomas Edison is known for inventing the light bulb. Turns out 
he didn’t actually come up with the idea of the light bulb itself. Instead, he 
just took someone else’s discarded idea and “wished” he could make it work. 
Then he got down to the task of turning the light bulb idea into a reality. 
 
19. Collaborate 
 
Two heads are better than one, three are better than two… and so on. That’s 
because everyone who comes to the table to brainstorm and collaborate all 
bring their own unique perspective, experiences and skills. If you want to 
generate a lot of ideas, then gather together a diverse group of friends and 
start brainstorming. 
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20. Clear Your Head 
 
Sometimes the best way to generate new ideas is to just stop thinking about 
it for a while. Instead, clear your head by doing something else entirely. For 
example: 
 

• Take a bath. 
• Do yoga. 
• Go for a walk. 
• Wash the dishes. 
• Do yardwork. 
• Head to the gym. 

 
Next… 
 
21. Ask a Child 
 
Got a tough problem? Ask a child how to solve it. Better yet, ask multiple 
children. Children tend to be very creative, so you’re likely to get answers 
that will help spark your own creativity. 
 
22. Browse Video-Sharing Sites 
 
Enter your search terms on sites like YouTube and Vimeo. These videos will 
give you a wide range of ideas, including: 
 

• Ideas for articles and other text content. 
• Ideas for free videos. 
• Ideas for paid videos. 
• Ideas for ways to present information. 

 
As always, be sure to read the comments under popular videos, as this may 
give you even more ideas. 
 
Here’s another way to generate ideas… 
 
23. Ask Your Customers 
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Chances are, your prospects and customers have ideas that you never would 
have thought of, and the only way to get at them is to ask. Just be sure you 
ask open-ended questions in order to solicit the most creative answers. 
 
For example: 
 

• What topics are you most interested in learning about? 
• What benefits and features would you like to see [in a type of 

product]? 
• What your biggest [niche/topic] challenges? 

 
Here’s another way to generate ideas… 
 
24. Consult with an Expert 
 
Yes, you’ll need to put some money down for this strategy, but if you choose 
the right expert then it’s well worth the cost. The easiest way to do this is to 
hire a coach or freelancer in your field, and then ask open-ended questions 
to generate ideas. 
 
For example: 
 

• What is your favorite way to [get some result]? 
• What mistakes did you make when you were first starting out? 
• What are you top three tips for [getting some result]? 

 
 
Next… 
 
25. Read, Watch, Listen 
 
The key here is to always be reading, watching and listening to things in 
your niche. This means subscribing to and following your industry leaders. 
Set time aside every week to view: 
 

• Blogs. 
• Forums. 
• Newsletters. 
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• Facebook groups. 
• Webinars. 
• Videos. 
• Social media posts. 
• Industry publications. 
• New products in the niche. 

 
Here’s another way to generate ideas… 
 
26. Attend Expos and Trade Shows 
 
If you live anywhere near a decent-sized city, then you probably have niche 
expos and trade shows coming into town at least once or twice a year. The 
best part is that you can get into the vendor’s areas for free, and you’ll 
generate lots of ideas just walking around. If you have some spare cash, 
then pay to see the speakers and demos, where you’re sure to generate 
even more great ideas. 
 
27. Do Group Coaching 
 
This is where you solicit questions from people in your niche, and then 
answer them in a group setting. This could be a live Q and A session, such 
as on a webinar. Or you might set up a Facebook group and encourage 
people to submit questions. Either way, getting questions from your 
students is a great way to generate content and product ideas. 
 
28. Go Outside Your Niche 
 
The idea here is to research other niches to see what’s popular, and then 
decide if you can take a particular idea and bring it to your niche. For 
example, if living with a blind dog is a popular topic in the dog markets, then 
check if living with blind cats is popular too. 
 
29. Check the Newsstand  
 
If you’re looking for great ideas, then check the magazines and other 
publications at your local newsstand. In particular, pay attention to the cover 
stories on magazines related to your niche. Big, popular magazines tend to 
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spend a lot of money researching and testing to find out what’s popular. So, 
not only do cover stories help you generate ideas, but you also get the 
added benefit of knowing these stories are popular topics right now. 
 

TIP: Spend time browsing the ads in niche magazines. For example, if 
you’re catering to a dog market, then spend time flipping through 
several issues of Dog Fancy. Check out the ads sprinkled throughout 
the content, as well as the classified ad section in the back. You’ll find 
product, content and advertising ideas from cover to cover. 

 
Next… 
 
30. Create a Contest 
 
Here’s a way to tap into your prospects’ and customers’ best creative ideas: 
create a contest around generating specific types of ideas. 
 
For example, let’s suppose you’re trying to think up ideas for creating a 
brand slogan for your business. You can run a contest where participants can 
submit up to five or ten slogans, and then award cash prizes for those you 
deem to be the best. 
 
31. Check Question Sites 
 
Another way to get great ideas is to check out question sites online to find 
out what people want to know about in your niche.  Here are the sites you 
can browse: 
 

• Yahoo! Answers 
• Quora.com 
• JustAnswer.com 

 
Yahoo! Answers and Quora are community sites, which means anyone can 
answer the questions. As such, these two sites give you the bonus 
information of whether a particular topic is popular right now. Generally, the 
more people who answer a question, the greater interest there is in the 
topic. 
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32. SlideShare 
 
If you go to SlideShare.net, you can search for popular slide-share decks in 
your niche. Again, this will give you ideas of what’s popular, as well as ideas 
for different ways to present information. 
 
33. Interview People 
 
Here’s a bit of a sneaky way to generate ideas: interview experts in your 
niche. This is an alternative to hiring a consultant, and it comes with the big 
benefit that you’ll have a webinar and/or the recordings that you can use as 
a lead magnet or product, if you so choose. 
 
For best results, interview a variety of people in the niche. For example, let’s 
suppose you’re gathering ideas for a weight loss product. You can interview 
a variety of people such as: 
 

• A dietician. 
• A personal trainer. 
• A medical professional. 
• Someone who has lost a lot of weight. 
• Someone who creates and sells low-fat cookbooks. 
• A bodybuilder (who knows a lot about “cutting”). 
• The person who leads your local Weight Watchers or similar 

weight-loss meetings. 
 
And similar. If you interview several people, then you’ll get several 
perspectives – and this will help you generate plenty of good ideas. 
 
34. Check Your Traffic Logs 
 
Take a peek at your traffic logs and answering the following three questions: 
 

• How are people reaching your site? That’s right, the way that 
people arrive at your site may give you ideas. For example, if 
your site “accidentally” ranks for a niche keyword and people are 
coming in from the search engines based on that keyword, that 
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may give you ideas about what sort of content and products to 
create. 
 

• What content is most popular on your site? On what pages do 
people tend to spend a lot of time? If you look at this data along 
with other clues (such as what people are commenting on), 
you’ll get a sense of what your prospects want. In turn, you can 
brainstorm ideas for new content and products. 

 
• How do people navigate through the site? This may give you 

some insight into your audience’s thought process, which in turn 
may spark some content or product ideas for you. 

 
Let’s suppose you have a dog training site. If people typically 
navigate from articles about chewing to articles about jumping to 
articles about counter-surfing, that tells you that your audience 
needs help with problem behaviors. You might then create a 
product just addressing these problem behaviors. 

 
 Next… 
 
35. Consider Controversies 
 
Here’s a question for you to ponder: what is controversial in your niche? If 
you can figure out what’s controversial, then you can generate ideas for 
content, products, ad campaigns and similar. 
 
For example, let’s suppose you’re in a weight-loss market, and a new diet 
supplement hits the market that’s very controversial. You can create content 
around this supplement, lead magnets, ads and even products. While this is 
a short-lived strategy (as controversial topics aren’t necessarily evergreen), 
this is a way to generate ideas on hot topics. 
 
Here’s how to find these controversial topics: 
 

• Check popular blogs in your niche for topics that are polarizing 
those who comment. 
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• Read forums and groups to see what topics are generating a lot 
of controversy. 

 
• Browse social media to see what has people in your niche up in 

arms. 
 
Next… 
 
36. Run Tests 
 
Here’s a great way to generate ideas: run some tests and experiments in 
your niche. 
 
For example, let’s suppose you cater to those who want to learn about 
copywriting. You might sit down and brainstorm about “conventional 
wisdom” in your niche (such as how headlines should be in quotes, or even 
sales letter should include a postscript). You can then run tests on the 
conventional wisdom, which in turn may generate ideas. For instance, you 
may create a lead magnet that’s all about challenging conventional wisdom. 
Or you may even get an entirely different idea, such as an idea for 
improving the split-testing tools that are currently available. 
 
37. Use Idea Generators 
 
You don’t need to do all the brainstorming yourself. Instead, you might 
make use of an idea generator like this one: https://www.hubspot.com/blog-
topic-generator.  
 
All you have to do is enter in three nouns, and the tool will then give you a 
handful or content ideas. For example, if you enter in the word “dog,” you 
might get a title idea such as, “Five Tools Everyone in the Dog-Training 
Industry Should be Using.” 
 

TIP: To generate even more ideas, take each of the ideas generated 
by the tool and brainstorm five more related ideas. The tool will give 
you five suggestions for each search, and you can spin that off into 25 
ideas! 

 

https://www.hubspot.com/blog-topic-generator
https://www.hubspot.com/blog-topic-generator
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Next… 
 
38. Check Reddit 
 
The site Reddit.com has a lot of subreddits where people are discussing 
ideas and exchanging information in your niche. That’s why you’ll want to 
search for your keywords using Reddit’s search tool. This will reveal 
individual threads (discussions) as well as subreddits (“groups”) dedicated to 
the topic. If you spend time browsing the subreddits, you’re sure to generate 
plenty of ideas. 
 
39. Browse the Archives 
 
Many times when people are generating content ideas, they tend to look at 
the freshest content across competing websites, social media sites and other 
platforms. However, you can generate plenty of ideas by looking at the older 
and archived content. Indeed, you may even want to visit Archive.org to see 
what type of content and products your favorite sites use to house. 
 
As you browse older content and products, ask yourself these questions: 
 

• Are these ideas and solutions still applicable/relevant today? 
• If they’re no longer applicable/relevant, is there a way to update 

them? 
• What sort of other tweaks or twists can you offer to these 

solutions? 
 
Next… 
 
40. Go Behind the Scenes 
 
If you’re an information creator, then you probably create a lot of 
straightforward “how to” information. However, no matter what niche you’re 
in, there are plenty of people who are interested in “behind the scenes” 
information. Your first step, then, is to spend some time brainstorming what 
sort of “behind the scenes” information you can offer. 
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For example, let’s suppose you’re a bodybuilder. Here are some of the 
“behind the scenes” tasks your market may be interested in: 
 

• What it’s like backstage at a bodybuilding competition. 
• What it’s like trying to “peak” at the right time in anticipation for 

a bodybuilding competition. 
• What’s it like shopping during a bodybuilding bulk. 
• What’s it’s like at the gym. 
• What a day in your life is like (what you do each day in terms or 

exercise, eating, etc.). 
 
And similar. 
 
Point is, brainstorm all the possible “behind the scenes” events you can think 
of. Each of these events is a potential idea for you. 
 
41. Predict the Future 
 
Here’s another brainstorming exercise that gets you out of the box: try to 
predict the future. 
 
As always, don’t censor or edit yourself during this brainstorming exercise. 
You may be tempted to censor yourself as you may think some of your ideas 
are silly or even unrealistic. But let your mind go free during this exercise 
without the constraints of judgment. 
 
Here are the types of questions you can ask yourself to help spark the 
brainstorming: 
 

• What major changes will happen in the niche this year? 
• What major changes will happen in the niche in the next five 

years? 
• What types of products will be on the market next year? 
• What types of products will be on the market in five years? 
• What solutions will surprise people the most? 
• What else will happen in the niche in the next few years? 
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Here’s another way to unleash your creativity and generate ideas: 
 
42. Recite Your ABCs 
 
Here you take out a piece of paper or open a fresh text document, and then 
list all the letters of the alphabet. Then, as quickly as possible, you list at 
least one idea related to your niche for every letter. (And whenever possible, 
you list multiple ideas for each letter.) 
 
Let’s suppose you’re brainstorming online marketing topics. Your ABCs 
brainstorm may look something like this: 
 

• A… affiliate 
 

• B… branding 
 

• C… conversions 
 
And so on, all the way through the rest of the alphabet. When you’re 
finished, you’ll have at least 26 content and product ideas ready to go. 
 
Here’s something a little different… 
 
43. Break Routines 
 
One of the keys to generating ideas is to get creative. And one way to get 
creative is to break out of your usual routines. This works especially well if 
you break out of your routines right before you begin a brainstorming 
exercise. 
 
For example, plenty of people have morning routines. This may include firing 
up the computer, brewing the coffee, enjoying that first cup of coffee, 
petting the cat, reading the news headlines, and so on. 
 
The point of this exercise is to shake things up a bit. Instead of starting the 
morning reading news and drinking coffee, try going for a walk instead. Or 
do some household chores, like dusting. If you break the routine, your mind 
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may break out of a rut – and that makes it easier for you to brainstorm 
some great ideas. 
 
44. Ask a Dead Genius 
 
This sounds a little crazy, right? But hear me out (because this works really 
well to unlock your creativity and generate ideas)… 
 
Imagine a table of respected, intelligent people who’ve gathered together to 
help you brainstorm, solve a problem and generate ideas. As you’ve already 
gathered, this table of geniuses don’t need to be currently living – you can 
certainly imagine people who’ve already passed. But the key point here is 
that you want to sit down and imagine what these various people would tell 
you. 
 
Let’s suppose you’re brainstorming ideas in a cooking niche. You might 
imagine a famous chef such as Julia Child helping you with ideas. But then 
just for the fun of it you might also imagine people outside the niche helping 
you brainstorm, such as Albert Einstein, Henry Ford, and Abraham Lincoln. 
 
The point of this exercise is to get a new perspective on your niche. Ask 
yourself, what would each of these respected figures say about your niche? 
What solutions would they offer? What advice would they give you? 
 
As always, don’t censor your answers. Go ahead and let your brain run wild 
during this exercise, as the end result may surprise you. 
 
45. Change Your Thinking 
 
Another way to generate ideas is to change the way you’re thinking about a 
problem. And sometimes, changing the way you think is as simple as 
changing a few words. 
 
For example, let’s suppose you’re thinking about ideas around this topic: 
“How to lose weight.” 
 
If you keep thinking of the problem in the same way with the same words, 
then your mind may not as easily offer new ideas. As such, you’ll want to 
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start a brainstorming session by thinking of OTHER ways to phrase the 
problem. In this example, these other ways may include: 
 

• How to shed the fat. 
• How to look thinner. 
• How to get leaner. 
• How to diet. 
• How to reduce calorie intake. 
• How to increase calorie output. 

 
And so on. Once you have a new list of different “angles” on the same 
problem (which are just different ways to phrase it), then you can 
brainstorm ideas and solutions. 
 

TIP: Note that this sort of method also works when you’re trying to 
solve your business problems. For example, if you want to think up 
ways to grow your business, you may brainstorm other phrasing such 
as: how to increase revenue, how to boost sales, how to renew sales, 
how to increase the bottom line… and so on. 

 
Next… 
 
46. Read Product Reviews 
 
Here’s a great way to tap into other people’s creativity in order to generate 
ideas: read product reviews.  That’s because plenty of people who leave 
reviews will offer unsolicited ideas about benefits and features they’d like to 
see in a product (as well as offering ideas about what they don’t want). And 
that means that reading reviews on sites such as Amazon will give you 
plenty of new ideas. 
 
47. Check Suggestions 
 
Here’s another way to let automated scripts do some brainstorming for you: 
check the suggestions on blogs and Amazon that appear whenever you are 
looking at a particular page. 
 
For example: 
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• If you’re viewing a blog article on a popular blog, check if there 

are recommended related articles listed at the end. 
 

• If you’re viewing products on Amazon, check the recommended 
products listed midway down the page. 

 
Same goes for any other platform you may visit – always check if there are 
recommendations, as these recommendations may give you ideas for 
products and content. 
 
For example, let’s suppose you’re looking at Kindle books on Amazon that 
are similar to a book you want to create. If you look at the suggested related 
products, you may get an idea for a bonus product you want to create. 
 
48. Brainstorm Value Propositions 
 
Customers often make a decision about a product, service, content or even a 
business based on the value proposition. That’s because a value proposition 
states the reason why consumers should choose this particular product, 
business or content over the competitors. It’s the reason why customers 
should act (subscribe, buy, register, etc.). 
 
So here’s a way to generate ideas: start by brainstorming potential value 
propositions. That is, what would make your product or service (or content 
or business) different from the competitors and better than the competitors? 
Why should people do business with you? 
 
Brainstorm as many “reasons why” as you can, which in turn will help you 
generate new ideas. 
 
Now the next method… 
 
49. Review Successes 
 
The idea here is to take a look at big success stories both inside and outside 
or your niche. Study the following: 
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• The products. 
• The way the products are marketed and positioned. 
• How the sales funnel is set up. 
• The ad campaigns. 
• The company itself. 
• The content (blog posts, social media, etc.). 

 
Then ask yourself the following questions: 
 

• What was the most popular product for this company? 
• What made this product so popular? 
• How did the company set this product apart (value proposition)? 
• What lessons can you learn from this success story? 
• Is there a way to model (not copy) this company’s success? 
• What sort of products, services or content could you create to 

replicate this success? 
 
And on the flip side… 
 
50. Study Mistakes 
 
Another good way to generate ideas is to study the mistakes of others. This 
includes product mistakes, advertising mistakes and anything else you can 
uncover. As you analyze these mistakes, ask yourself the following 
questions: 
 

• What mistakes did the company make? (List everything that 
applies.) 

• Is there a way to take their original idea and improve on it? 
 
For example, Google Glasses certainly launched with a lot of fanfare, but the 
concept fizzled out pretty fast. Turns out users had some problems with the 
glasses, such as a small display. Other companies jumped in and started 
developing ideas for similar glasses, but with improvements, such as bigger 
displays. Still other companies worked on developing glasses for specific 
uses, such as sports glasses. 
 
Now let’s take a look at the next step… 
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IDEA VALIDATION 
 
Now that you’ve generated quite a few ideas, your next step is to validate 
these ideas. That’s because you don’t want to go through the time and 
expense of developing an idea only to find out that it’s not going to work. 
 
Check out these tips, tricks and hacks for validating your ideas… 
 
51. Avoid This Costly Mistake 
 
Have you ever had an idea so exciting that you couldn’t wait to get started 
working on it? Maybe it’s the kind of idea that keeps you up late at night, 
and has you jumping out of bed early in the morning. 
 
I’m sure you know the feeling. But hold up for a second, because this is the 
place where you could make a costly mistake. 
 
And here’s that mistake: just because YOU think it’s a great idea doesn’t 
mean your market will think it’s a great idea. 
 
You are not your market. You might be thinking your idea is the greatest 
thing since sliced bread. You might be thinking this is the business, product, 
content or advertising business that’s going to make you rich. But if the 
reality is that your market is just “meh” about your idea, then it’s never 
going to get off the ground. 
 
Point: don’t depend entirely on your “gut” to make business decisions. 
Instead, do your research and make decisions based on data. 
 
Which brings us to the next tip… 
 
52. 5 Marketplaces to Research Ideas 
 
One good way to get a feel for what your market wants is to find out what 
they are already buying. If you see that people in your niche are snapping 
up a product similar to the one you’re thinking of creating, then there’s a 
good chance they’ll buy your product too. 
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Here are 5 marketplaces you can search to research your ideas: 
 

• Amazon.com 
• ClickBank.com. 
• JVZoo.com 
• The Apple app store: https://www.apple.com/ios/app-store/. 
• Google Play’s Android app store: 

https://play.google.com/store?hl=en 
 
Look for bestsellers in each marketplace, as well as multiple products that 
are similar. Both of these factors are evidence that a particular product is 
popular. 
 
53. Use Google 
 
Another way to find out what people are buying is to run a Google search for 
your niche keywords (such as “golfing” or “weight loss”). Then check out 
these two key areas: 
 

• Search results. Check out what the biggest websites in your 
niche are selling. See if these results are similar to what you 
found when you searched the online marketplaces. 
 

• Sponsored ads. Check out what sort of ads other marketers are 
paying to place alongside Google’s regular search results. Even 
better is if you can check out these ads over time. If someone is 
willing to pay money to place an ad week after week, that’s a 
sign that their product or service is selling. 

 
Here’s the next validation idea… 
 
54. Survey Your Market  
 
The idea here is to ask your market if they’d be interested in the product, 
service or overall business idea that you’re thinking about creating. You 
might also get some information about how much people are willing to pay 
for this product or service. 

https://www.apple.com/ios/app-store/
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But this method comes with a warning tag: what people say they’ll do and 
what they’ll actually do are two different things. People may even believe 
what they’re saying, but when it comes time to act (pull out their credit 
card), they hesitate. 
 
Here’s the point: do not rely on this method in isolation to validate an idea. 
Instead, use it as one step in gathering information and getting a better 
insight to what your prospects want and what they’re thinking. 
 
55.Talk to Experts 
 
Another way to validate an idea is to talk to trusted experts in your niche. 
For example, if you have a mentor, then run your idea by him or her. If the 
mentor or other expert has a lot of experience in the niche, he may have 
already tested this particular idea. He may also be able to give you 
additional ideas for features, benefits, positioning the offer and so on. 
 

TIP: If an expert tells you the idea will fail because he tried something 
similar and it failed, then inquire a little further. See if you can figure 
out WHY it failed. If you can figure out the reason, you might be able 
to launch something similar with success. 

 
Here’s another way to validate an idea… 
 
56. Produce a “Lite” Product 
 
Instead of launching your entire business or creating a full-featured product, 
simply create a lite version instead. This is sometimes called an MVP 
(minimum viable product). If your market likes the lite version, then you’ll 
know it’s a worth investment to develop the full product. 
 
For example, if you’re developing an app, then develop a “lite” version first 
with minimal features. 
 
Related to this… 
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57. Create a Related Lead Magnet 
 
Another idea is to create a free lead magnet that’s highly related to your 
idea (but not necessarily a “lite” version). If people are interested in your 
lead magnet, that tells you that there is a market for your idea. 
 
For example, if you’ve got an idea for a diet guide, then try offering a lead 
magnet with recipes related to this guide. If people eagerly claim and use 
this lead magnet, that’s a sign of a viable market. 
 
58. Design a “Fake” Sales Page 
 
Yet another way to test a product or service idea is to create a sales page for 
it. This is a full sales page, with the only difference being that clicking on the 
order button does NOT lead to an order form (since you don’t have a product 
ready yet). Instead, it leads to an opt-in form where prospects can be 
notified when the product is ready. 
 
To gauge interest, all you have to do is look to see how many people clicked 
the “order” button. As an added bonus, you’ll develop a list of prospects 
who’ll be ready to buy if you decide to pursue the idea. 
 
59. 4 Ways to T.E.S.T. an Idea Fast 
 
If you’ve created a lite product or even a sales page to test an idea, then 
you’re going to want to test this idea fast. Here are four ways to T.E.S.T. 
your idea by getting traffic quickly (sometimes in less than an hour)” 
 

• Try Google AdWords. Be sure to pick extremely targeted 
keywords and create a high-converting ad to get the clicks. 
 

• Enlist Help From Partners. If you have one or more really good 
traffic partners (affiliates), then enlist their help to drive traffic to 
your page. 

 
• Set Up a Facebook Ad. Narrow your audience by demographics 

and interest so that your traffic is as targeted as possible. 
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• Tell Your Existing Platforms. If you already have communication 
platforms set up (such as a newsletter, blog or social media), 
then spread the word across these channels to test your ideas. 

 
Here’s another validation idea… 
 
60. Look for an Audience 
 
One of the keys to validating your idea is to make sure you have an 
audience. And one way to check your audience is to look at Facebook’s ad 
platform. 
 
Now heads up… 
 
For this strategy we’re NOT talking about actually running an ad campaign. 
Instead, all you’re doing is checking if there is an audience who’d be 
interested in what you’re selling.  To that end, what you’ll do is set up an ad 
campaign so that you can check audience demographics – but do NOT 
actually start the campaign. 
 
For example, let’s suppose you have an idea related to blind dogs. You can 
pretend to set up an ad campaign on Facebook and pick an audience based 
on those who’ve expressed an interest in blind dogs (such as those that 
have liked blind dog pages or are members of blind dog groups). This is a 
quick and dirty way to gauge the size of a market and whether it’s worth 
pursuing your idea. 
 
Get started here: https://www.facebook.com/business.  
 
61. Be Sure There is Enduring Interest 
 
Earlier you learned about how Google Trends can help you generate ideas. 
You can also validate your existing ideas using this tool. Simply enter your 
keywords, and then double check that not only are people interested in the 
idea now, but they’ve shown steady if not increasing interest in the idea over 
time. 
 
Check it out here: https://trends.google.com/trends/.  

https://www.facebook.com/business
https://trends.google.com/trends/
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62. 5 Questions to Ask Yourself 
 
As you work through your validation process, you want to be sure you’re 
really clear about your idea. Ask yourself these questions: 
 

• What problem are you solving? 
• What is the #1 key benefit of your idea? 
• What key feature/benefit will others in your field have a difficult 

time copying? 
• How much time and money will it cost to create your idea? What 

is your break-even point? 
• What potential stumbling blocks/obstacles/problems do you 

foresee in launching this idea? 
 
Next… 
 
63. Get Your Ideas in Front of Existing Customers 
 
The easiest sale you can ever make is to sell something to an existing 
customer. That’s why you should put your ideas in front of your customers 
(such as a “lite” version of your product) to gauge interest. If you can’t get 
this very-warm audience to bite on your offer, then you’re going to have a 
tough time selling others on it. 
 
64. Two Factors That Affect Your Research 
 
Sometimes your idea may actually be pretty awesome, but your research 
isn’t showing it. Here are two factors that can affect your conclusions: 
 

• Poorly worded survey questions. If your surveys and focus 
groups aren’t enthusiastic, check that you don’t have a biased 
survey or otherwise poorly worded questions. Get feedback from 
those who do market research to see if they can uncover any 
problems with your questions. 
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• Low-converting sales copy. This is a problem if your competitors 
don’t have good sales with similar product ideas, and/or if you’ve 
tested an idea with a lead page or sales page and your response 
rate is poor. You may want to have a professional copywriter 
look it over. 

 
 
Next… 
 
65. Launch a Fundraiser 
 
Want to know if you’ve got a good idea? Try crowdfunding your idea by 
using a platform such as Kickstarter.com or IndieGoGo.com. If people are 
really interested in your fundraiser and your idea, that’s a sign that your 
prospects may be interested in it too.  
 
66. Review Other Niches 
 
The idea here is to do some research to see if your general product idea 
works outside your niche. If it works in other niches, then there’s an 
increased chance it will work in your niche too. 
 
For example, if you’re decided to start a “busy moms” line of weight loss 
products, then check outside your weight-loss niche to see if “busy mom” 
positioning works in general. 
 
67. Understand User Priorities 
 
You can have a good idea for a product, service, business, ad campaign, or 
anything else – but if you don’t understand your user priorities, the whole 
idea can do a belly flop. 
 
Let me give you an example… 
 
Let’s suppose you design baby shoes, and you focused on creating tough 
shoes that would last “forever.” This is your whole schtick. This is how you 
planned on separating your shoes from what everyone else is selling. 
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Guess what? 
 
Parents don’t want shoes that last “forever,” because the baby is only going 
to wear them for a few months before he or she outgrows the shoes. In 
other words, the “long-lasting” benefit is NOT a user priority, so the idea is 
likely to fall flat. Instead, focusing on comfort, style or other features and 
benefits would make the audience more receptive to your idea. 
 
Bottom line: you’ll need to do some research and some thinking in order to 
understand what your market really wants and what they prioritize, so that 
your idea can reflect these wants and priorities. 
 
68.  Test Your Value Proposition 
 
Once you’ve figured out what your prospective customers’ priorities are, 
then you need to select a value proposition based on those priorities. A good 
way to validate your ideas is to test out these various value propositions to 
see which ones your audience responds to the best. Here’s how: 
 

• Tweak your lead page to feature your value proposition. 
• Try placing a paid ad with your value proposition predominantly 

features. 
• Test a sales page that features your value proposition. 
• Transmit your value proposition over social media. 

 
If you’re not getting a positive response to the value proposition, that’s a 
sign that it may fall flat with your audience. 
 
69. Think Through Your Idea 
 
When you’re working through the idea validation process, you’ll want to 
spend some time thoroughly thinking through your idea. Ask yourself these 
questions (take note that not all of them will be relevant to your situation, 
depending on the type of idea you’re validating): 
 

• Is the market reachable? 
• How will you reach them? 
• What will your sales funnel look like? 
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• How will you position your idea in the market? 
• Is this the type of idea where you need to educate the market 

(because they’ve never really heard of this solution before)? If 
so, what is your plan for educating them. 
 

TIP: In some cases, it’s easier to be the second or third 
person to bring an idea to market if the idea requires a lot 
of education. That’s because someone else can go through 
the time and expense of educating the market, and then 
you can swoop in to a waiting audience. 
 
An example: autoresponders. When autoresponders first 
came about, the market had never heard of them and 
needed to be heavily educated about how they worked and 
why marketers needed them. The first autoresponder 
companies struggled because they had to invest so much 
in this education, while others coming after them 
flourished. 

 
Next… 
 
70. Outsource the Validation Process 
 
You don’t need to validate your idea all your own if you don’t have the time, 
experience or inclination. Instead, search for “outsource idea validation” and 
choose an experienced company to do it for you. 
 
Now the next step… 
 
IDEA IMPLEMENTATION 
 
You’ve got an awesome idea, and you’ve validated it to ensure its worth 
pursuing. 
 
71. Create a Plan 
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Don’t even think about implementing your idea until you’ve actually created 
an implementation plan – not just in your head, as you need to write it 
down. Plan for how to implement the idea, pay for it and launch it. 
 
72. Plan for Opposition 
 
Despite your best-laid plans, you’re going to run into roadblocks. Your best 
bet is to plan for opposition and roadblocks upfront to the best of your 
ability.   
 
Take these steps: 
 

• Brainstorm all the possible things that could go wrong with your 
idea. 

• Ask one or more experts (such as a mentor) what they foresee 
as potential problems. 

• Then brainstorm ways to get around these problems. 
 
You won’t be able to foresee every potential problem, but taking these steps 
may save you a lot of time, money and heartache down the road. 
 
73. Consider Outsourcing 
 
You don’t need to implement your idea yourself. Instead, find one or more 
freelancers to set your plan in motion. 
 
For example, if you’re starting up an information product business, you 
might hire the following team: 
 

• Customer service staff. 
• Technical staff. 
• Content creation specialists. 
• Product creation experts. 
• Marketing and adverting experts. 

 
Next… 
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74. Three Places to Find an Awesome Freelancer 
 
So, you’ve decided to hire one or more freelancers to implement your idea. 
Here are three places to start your search: 
 

• Search Google. For example, search for “hire copywriter” or “hire 
freelance writer.”  
 

• Seek out freelancers on freelancing sites. This includes 
upwork.com, freelancer.com and guru.com 

 
• Spread the word through your networks. Ask your friends, 

colleagues and contacts for recommendations. 
 
Next… 
 
75. 6 Steps to Take When Doing Your Due Diligence 
 
Not every freelancer is a dream-come-true. Be sure to pick the best 
candidates by taking these steps: 
 

• Check the freelancer’s feedback ratings on sites like 
upwork.com. 
 

• Browse the freelancer’s portfolio. 
 

• Ask for references (and follow up with them). 
 

• See if the freelancer’s rates suit your budget. 
 

• Search the freelancer’s name and business name in Google to 
uncover any red flags. 

 
• Do a small test project first to see if you work well together with 

the freelancer. 
 
Next… 
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76. How to Create an Awesome Project Brief 
 
Your freelancer isn’t a mind reader, which is why you want to be sure your 
project brief includes the following components (where applicable): 
 

• Working title. 
• Outline of the project. 
• Instructions on formatting/style. 
• Examples of what you want. 
• Reference sources. 
• Any additional notes to help freelancer create a great end result. 
• An invitation to ask plenty of questions. 

 
Next… 
 
77. 3 Questions to Ask Before Doing It Yourself 
 
Are you considering implementing your idea yourself? Ask yourself these 
questions first: 
 

• Do you have the skills to create a good end result? 
• How much time will it take you to create it yourself? 
• What does it cost you (your time per hour) to do it yourself 

versus how much would it cost to hire a freelancer? 
 
In many cases you’ll find that hiring a freelancer is an investment rather 
than an expense, so it’s well worth freeing up your time by hiring someone 
else to do the work. 
 
78. The #1 Key to Creating Effective To-Do Lists 
 
If you’re going to implement your idea yourself, then you need to create 
daily to-do lists that are based on your plans and goals. Here’s a key: create 
bite-size tasks to avoid feeling overwhelmed. 
 
For example, if you put a task on your list such as “set up a website,” that 
can feel overwhelming. You’ll find it easier to tackle this task if you break it 
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up into mini steps such as finding a domain name, getting hosting, changing 
domain name servers, installing the WordPress files, and so on. 
 
79. Delegate Other Tasks 
 
Outsourcing isn’t limited to your business-related tasks. You can outsource 
and delegate in your personal life too, which will free up your time to focus 
on idea implementation.  
 
For example: 
 

• Delegate household tasks to other members of your family. 
• Hire someone to do tasks, such as clean the house once per 

week. 
 
Next… 
 
80. Look for Shortcuts 
 
To cut the time it takes to implement your idea, look for shortcuts.  
 
For example, if you need lot of content to start up a blog, then purchase the 
private label rights to high-quality content. This takes less time than writing 
it yourself, and it’s less money than having a ghostwriter do it all for you. 
 

TIP: How do you uncover shortcuts? Ask other business experts what 
they do to save time. 

 
Next… 
 
81. Set Deadlines 
 
A plan or a to-do list without a definite deadline is just a wish. That’s why 
you’ll want to attach firm deadlines to your plans. It’s a good idea to set up 
milestone deadlines as well (which is where you complete certain parts of an 
overall task by a certain day). 
 
82. Budget Accordingly 
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Be prepared to invest some money in developing your idea. This may be for 
outsourcing, other development costs, advertising, and similar. Sit down and 
create a budget for each potential expense. That way, you won’t have the 
unpleasant surprise of running out of money halfway through 
implementation. 
 
83. Four Ways to Fund Your Idea 
 
If you don’t have a trust fund set aside to implement your idea (and who 
does?), then you’ll find to find ways to come up with the C.A.S.H. Check out 
these four ideas: 
 

• Crowdfunding. If you’ve got a great idea, then try funding it 
using platforms such as kickstarter.com or Indiegogo.com. 
 

• Ask for a Loan. This is a last resort, but don’t be afraid to use it 
if you truly need it. Avoid credit card debt, though. Instead, seek 
out loans with lower rates through your local financial institution 
or even a crowdlending site like Prosper.com. 

 
• Stick With Your Day Job. Sure, not the most exciting option, but 

a steady pay check will help you fund your idea until it gets to 
the point where it’s funding itself. You can also moonlight as a 
freelancer on a site like upwork.com.  

 
• Haggle With Vendors. You can barter to get what you need, you 

can ask for discounts, or you can even seek out freemiums to 
cut costs. 

 
Next… 
 
84. Be Prepared to Make Adjustments 
 
You’ve got a plan, but just be sure you’re not 100% married to that plan. 
Some piece of information may come along or some event may happen that 
could change your plan. 
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Point is, be flexible and ready to make adjustments to your idea-
implementation plan as needed. 
 
85. Launch In Stages 
 
If possible, roll out your launch in stages so that you can tweak your process 
and work out the kinks. 
 
For example, if you’re launching a business with an entire sales funnel full of 
products, then do a soft launch after you create the lead magnet. The bonus 
here is that you can begin making money even before you’ve created all 
your products. 
 
Another example: if you’re launching a service business, then start by only 
accepting one or two clients. As you gain experience managing the 
workload, you can then accept additional clients. 
 
86. Prepare for Loss of Motivation 
 
While you may have a burst of adrenaline when you first start working on 
implementing your idea, there will be days where your motivation wanes. 
You need to prepare for these days, and come up with a plan for 
counteracting those feelings so you can keep pushing forward.  
 
For example, maybe you like pep talks, in which case you can have an 
enthusiastic friend on call to give you a pep talk and remind you of all the 
reasons why you want to pursue this idea. 
 
87. Avoid Naysayers 
 
Sometimes you’re going to get pushback from naysayers in your life. Many 
times these will be the people who are closest to you. It may hurt to hear 
them say things like, “You’re just dreaming… that will never work.” 
 
If you run into this problem, the best thing you can do is simply avoid the 
naysayers until your idea is full implemented and launched. If avoiding the 
person isn’t possible, then certainly avoid talking about your idea. 
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88. Get Support in Place 
 
One thing that can bring down the greatest business idea is poor customer 
service. If the product is awesome, all people are going to remember is their 
poor customer service experience. What’s more, they’re even likely to tell 
others about their poor experience. 
 
Point is, be sure your customer service staff is trained well and ready to 
handle anything… and this applies no matter what type of business, product 
or service you’re launching. 
 
89. Build Your Platforms 
 
If you want to start making money with your idea sooner rather than later, 
then build your platforms while you are in the process of implementing your 
idea. That way, you’ll have an eager, warm audience just waiting for you to 
launch. 
 

TIP: Focus on building platforms you own that allow you to reach your 
contacts any time, such as your mailing list. Secondarily you can focus 
on social media platforms and your blog.  

 
Here’s the next tip… 
 
90. Keep it Simple 
 
Any big idea has a lot of complex, moving parts. It’s enough to make anyone 
feel overwhelmed. That’s why you’ll want to focus on implementing your 
idea in as few steps as possible. 
 
For example, let’s say you’re starting an information product business. You 
can start with ONE product, one traffic source, and one platform (such as a 
mailing list). As you get those pieces into place and running, then you can 
add additional products, traffic sources and platforms. 
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91. Understand the Risk 
 
Launching an idea is inherently risky, so you need to be prepared to deal 
with this risk. In some cases, you need to mentally prepare yourself (such as 
by preparing to lose some money in the venture). In other cases, you may 
be able to offset some of the risk by diversifying.  
 
For example, if you diversify your traffic sources over time, then you won’t 
be out of luck if one of those sources disappears. 
 
92. Be Patient 
 
You probably wanted to have your idea launched yesterday. But keep in 
mind that good work takes time, and it’s better to do it right the first time.  
Stick to your plan, be patient, and don’t rush any part of the process.  
 
93. Define Your Purpose 
 
Here’s a question: WHY are you pursuing this particular idea? 
 
Because here’s the thing: if your idea merely sounds “fun” but it doesn’t 
really hold any meaning or purpose for you, then you’re not going to stay 
motivated for too long. That’s why you’ll want to be sure to define your 
purpose at the outset. Better yet, create a mission and vision statement 
based on the purpose, which will help keep you and your team focused and 
on track. 
 
94. Avoid Busywork 
 
Sometimes you’re busy all day long, but at the end of the day you realize 
you really haven’t accomplished all that much. This is the problem with 
engaging in busywork. 
 
The solution? Prioritize your to-do lists, and then focus on completing the 
most important tasks first. If you find yourself “busy” but not accomplishing 
much, then you need to reassess your plans and how you’re executing your 
idea. 
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95. Five Ways to Stay on Track 
 
When you’re implementing an idea, it’s easy to get distracted and go off 
track. Use these tips to keep you focused: 
 

• Block time off on your calendar each day to work on your idea. 
• Ask household members to not interrupt you during your work 

time. 
• Shut down distractions such as the TV, phone, unnecessary 

browser windows, etc. 
• Use an app like ColdTurkey.com to block distracting sites and 

boost your productivity. 
• Get organized so that you can work more efficiently. 

 
Next… 
 
96. Batch Tasks 
 
As you create your to-do lists, try to batch similar tasks together. That’s 
because you’re likely to stay more focused if you don’t have to completely 
switch gears to complete a different task. 
 
For example, if your tasks include writing a blog article and creating a lead 
magnet, then do those two tasks back to back since they both involve 
writing. 
 
97. Track Your Progress 
 
If you’re a visual type of person, then you may want to create a visual 
representation of your progress. 
 
Take the example of a fundraiser that uses a thermometer-style graphic with 
$0 at the bottom and the fundraiser goal amount at the top. The 
thermometer is then colored in as the organization raises more and more 
money. This builds excitement and motivates people to donate. 
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You can take this same idea and create your own “thermometer” (or other 
graphic) which represents your progress. It’s a good reminder of how far 
you’ve come, and it becomes motivating to see you get closer to your goal. 
 
 
98. Focus on One Idea 
 
If you have multiple ideas, you may be tempted to scatter your efforts and 
try to tackle all these ideas at once. But don’t do it, as you’ll dilute your 
efforts. In the end, you probably won’t accomplish any of your goals or 
execute any of your ideas. 
 
Instead, pick ONE idea to start with, create a plan, and take steps towards 
implementation. You may want to choose the low-hanging fruit first by 
selecting ideas that are easy to implement and will likely produce quick 
results. This will help you build momentum as you start implementing your 
other ideas. 
 
99. Let Go of Perfectionism 
 
Yes, you should do the best work you can when you’re implementing an 
idea. But at the same time, you need to let go of perfectionism. That’s 
because perfectionism will have you tweaking an idea endlessly without ever 
launching it. It’s better to make it good at launch, and then tweak it on the 
go later. 
 
For example, if you tweak a sales letter endlessly, you won’t really have any 
idea as to whether the tweaks are actually profitable and useful. Instead, 
launch a good sales letter – but not a perfect one. You can achieve 
“perfection” by tracking and testing it with your market. That way, you’ll 
actually be making money as you improve your conversion rate. 
 
100. Be Held Accountable 
 
If you have troubles with implementation, then you may want to bring on an 
accountability partner to keep you on track. This is someone who knows 
about your plans and goals, and then asks you about them regularly. (As 
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often as daily if you need a lot of help in this area, otherwise weekly at a 
minimum.) 
 
Here’s why it works: you don’t want to lie to your partner about the progress 
you’ve made, and telling the truth if you haven’t made any progress is 
embarrassing. So, most people will simply do the work in order to avoid 
these uncomfortable feelings. 
 
101. Balance Work and Life 
 
Implementing a new idea is fun, but don’t spend all your time doing it. Seek 
out a work-life balance to avoid burning out. Make time for plenty of fun, 
including taking entire days off, so that you can come back to work fresh 
and feeling renewed. (Both of which will boost your creativity and 
productivity.) 
 
Conclusion 
 
If you’re like a lot of readers, you may be feeling some excitement right 
about now. You have a clear plan (Generate, Validate and Implement), plus 
101 tips, hacks, strategies and ideas for putting this plan to work for you. 
So, go ahead and use the tips you just learned to start generating your next 
idea! 
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